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Andy writes:
Although physically very small, black holes can decide the
fate of galaxies. They have only two properties, mass and
spin, with masses that range from a few times the mass of
the Sun to over ten billion times that mass. Just about all
galaxies have a supermassive black hole at the centre, with a
mass proportional to that of the central spheroidal bulge of
stars. In the case of the most massive galaxies this bulge
corresponds to the total stellar mass. The correlation can
arise because massive black holes, in accreting gas from the
host galaxy, emit enough energy in radiation, winds and jets
to expel all the gas from the galaxy and thereby shut off star
formation as well as the accretion. Unless more gas comes
along, the galaxy is effectively red and dead. In other words,
the final stellar mass of a galaxy is determined by the black
hole at its centre, even though the black hole is only one
billionth of the size of the galaxy. How this happens will be
illustrated and discussed.
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